LEIT-2 ET VALVE BOX MOUNTING INSTALLATION WITH 305DC REMOTE CONTROL VALVE

SIDE FEED LAYOUT (GREEN ROOF)

LEGEND

1. VALVE BOX WITH COVER 18" SIZE.
2. DRY SPLICE CONNECTORS
3. SENSOR WIRES
4. LEIT 2 ET WITH VALVE BOX MOUNTING DOME
5. FINISH GRADE TOP.
6. PEA GRAVEL SUMP - MINIMUM 3".
7. WATERPROOF BARRIER.
8. ROOFTOP.
9. PVC LATERAL LINE.
10. PVC SCH 40 MALE ADAPTER.
12. DIG VALVE MODEL 3/4" 305DC - 075, 1" 305DC - 100
13. BACK-UP NPT PVC BALL VALVE.